
“Seane’s passionate, tough, compelling, 
honorable, healing dharma story will touch 
your heart . . . and inspire the real yogi in you.”

JACK KORNFIELD, PHD
author of A Path with Heart 

“In this insightful and integrated book, Seane 
boldly confronts issues of privilege, race, and 
justice that yogis and meditators too often 
bypass, starting where it matters: from the 
inside out.”

REV. ANGEL KYODO WILLIAMS 
Sensei, author of Radical Dharma 

“Seane Corn is a gift.”
SALLY FIELD

Academy Award®-winning actor  
and New York Times bestselling  

author of In Pieces

“A wondrous kaleidoscope of stories told 
with grit, humor, and humility, Revolution 
of the Soul will inspire you to take your 
practice off the mat and into the world—
and show you how.”

VALARIE KAUR, JD
founder of The Revolutionary Love Project

“Seane’s honesty and vulnerability will 
inspire you to get real and heal . . . and 
effect change from a place of love.”

GABBY BERNSTEIN
#1 New York Times bestselling author  

of The Universe Has Your Back

“Positively riveting. Corn writes like 
a skilled novelist—building suspense 
and quietly drawing the reader into an 
irresistible world. This book is raw, honest, 
moving, hilarious, and oh-so-human.”

STEPHEN COPE
author of Yoga and the Quest for the  

True Self and The Great Work of Your Life

“A hilarious, holy, raw, deep, and essential 
book about life, not just yoga . . . replete 
with practical guidance for rolling out our 
yoga mats, literally and metaphorically, and 
stepping onto our paths of radical self-
inquiry, discovery, and accountability, all 
for the ultimate purpose of being in healthy, 
honorable, and sustainable service to our 
fellows and our world. Read this book!”

ASHLEY JUDD
actor, activist, and New York Times bestselling 

author of All That Is Bitter and Sweet

“Seane Corn is a wise and beautiful woman, articulating elegantly modern 
teachings that emerge from ancient truths. Her book is a gift to all of us.” 

MARIANNE WILLIAMSON
acclaimed lecturer, activist, and New York Times  

bestselling author of A Return to Love

CELEBRATED YOGA TEACHER AND 

ACTIVIST SEANE CORN SHARES 

PIVOTAL ACCOUNTS OF HER LIFE 

WITH RAW HONESTY—ENRICHED 

WITH IN-DEPTH SPIRITUAL 
TEACHINGS—TO HELP US HEAL, 

EVOLVE, AND CHANGE THE WORLD.

“My first lessons in spirituality and yoga had 
nothing to do with a mat, but everything to 
do with waking up. They included angels, 
seeing God, and being in Heaven. But, believe 
me, not the way you might think.” So begins 
Revolution of the Soul. 

What comes next reads like a riveting 
memoir filled with uncensored moments of  
joy, pain, wonder, and humor. 

Except, this book is so much more than that.
Seane’s real purpose is to guide us into a 

deep, gut-level understanding of our highest 
Self through yoga philosophy and other tools 
for emotional healing—not just as abstract 
ideas but as embodied, fully felt wisdom. Why? 
To spark a “revolution of the soul” in each 
of us, so we can awaken to our purpose and 
become true agents of change.

To take us there, she shares “the highlights 
and the lowlights and the what-the-fucks” of 
her own evolution, including:

ffHow, in the gritty clubs and cafés  
of New York’s 1980s East Village,  
Seane meets the first everyday “angels” 
that will change her path forever

ffHer first yoga classes (with dirty  
sweats, Marlboros, and the mother  
of all monkey minds in tow)

ffHow a variety of unconventional 
therapists masterfully help Seane 
embrace her shadow and resolve her 
childhood trauma, OCD, unhealthy 
behaviors, and relationship woundingPO Box 8010
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SEANE CORN  is an internationally 
acclaimed yoga teacher and public speaker who 
has been featured in more than 50 print and 
broadcast media channels including The Today 
Show, Yoga Journal, and Mantra magazine. She is 
the cofounder of Off the Mat, Into the World®, a 
global humanitarian leadership training program. 
In addition to her many popular instructional 
DVDs, Seane teaches extensively at workshops, 
conferences, and retreats throughout the US 
and abroad. Learn more at seanecorn.com and 
offthematintotheworld.org.

ffA pilgrimage to India where Seane receives 
stinging truths about false gurus and our 
need to trust the teacher within

ffHow she comes to understand the 
connection between the inner work of 
transformation and the outer work  
of social change

ffAnd many other stories, each illuminated 
by immersive teachings

“When we heal the fractured parts of ourselves 
and learn to love who we are and the journey 
we’ve embarked upon,” writes Seane, “we will 
see that same tender humanity in all souls. 
This is the revolution of the soul.” With this 
book, you’re invited to be a part of it.
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“Holy hell, do we need a worldwide love revolution! Heart-wrenchingly vulnerable, relentlessly honest, and refreshingly hilarious.”
GLENNON DOYLE, author of the New York Times bestseller Love Warrior
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“Seane Corn took me by the hand and led me into 
so much more than a yoga practice. She guided 
me through my body, into my mind, and into 
an appreciation for the sound of breathing, the 
people around me, and for my own two feet. She 
is a gift.” SALLY FIELD

Academy Award®-winning actor and  
New York Times bestselling author of In Pieces

“Holy hell, do we need a worldwide love revolution! 
After reading Revolution of the Soul, I am more 
convinced than ever that we can have it: but only 
if we begin with ourselves. Revolution of the Soul is 
heart-wrenchingly vulnerable, relentlessly honest, 
and refreshingly hilarious. With every personal 
story, Seane wrangles the power of yoga down from 
the clouds and into our ordinary relationships, 
hardships, and bodies. Then she shows us how to 
use that power to heal ourselves and the world. 
Seane is a master teacher, one of my favorite 
human beings, and a hell of a writer. I am a better 
person for having read this book.”

GLENNON DOYLE
founder of Together Rising and author of the 

#1 New York Times bestseller Love Warrior

“Seane’s passionate, tough, compelling, honorable, 
healing dharma story will touch your heart . . . 
and inspire the real yogi in you.”

JACK KORNFIELD, PHD
author of A Path with Heart 

“Seane Corn is a wise and beautiful woman, 
articulating elegantly modern teachings that 
emerge from ancient truths. Her book is a gift to 
all of us.” MARIANNE WILLIAMSON

acclaimed lecturer, activist, and  
New York Times bestselling author of A Return 

to Love, Healing the Soul of America, Tears 
to Triumph, and A Politics of Love 

“This book is everything that Seane is as a teacher 
and person in life: authentic, raw, honest, 
irreverent, self-aware, and joyously inspirational. 
Revolution of the Soul is filled with humor, hope, 
and the direct transmissions of love, grace, and 
magic that you come to expect from Seane when 
you enter her class. If you know her work, on and 
off the mat, you will hear her powerful voice on 
every page and feel comforted by her guidance. 
For those of you who are being introduced to 
Seane’s work for the first time, you are in for a 
heart-opening, ass-kicking, and soul-stirring ride. 
Enjoy every moment. For it will blow your heart 
wide open and invite you into a movement of 
inner and outer change that can heal this world 
toward peace.” NAOMI WATTS

Academy Award®-nominated 
actor, film producer

“Reading Revolution of the Soul is like having the 
most amazing conversation with your wisest, 
funniest, and kindest friend. Seane’s honesty and 
vulnerability will inspire you to get real and heal! 
She shares beautiful teachings and practices that 
will help you free yourself from limiting beliefs 
and effect change from a place of love.”

GABBY BERNSTEIN
#1 New York Times bestselling author 

of The Universe Has Your Back

“A wondrous kaleidoscope of stories told with grit, 
humor, and humility, Revolution of the Soul will 
inspire you to take your practice off the mat and 
into the world—and show you how.”

VALARIE KAUR, JD
founder of The Revolutionary Love Project

PRAISE FOR REVOLUTION OF THE SOUL



“It is hard for me to imagine anyone else could 
write this book other than Seane Corn. It is 
laced with deep wisdom that was born out of 
the challenges and tribulations of Seane’s life. In 
other words, it is real! And the realness of her path 
means this wisdom can be learned and applied by 
all of us as we walk this crazy path of being alive 
in today’s world. I am grateful for this modern 
woman’s modern wisdom.”

CONGRESSMAN TIM RYAN
Ohio, author of Healing America 

“Seane was my first yoga teacher 25 years ago. Back 
then she was a passionate and magnetic teacher 
just finding her voice. Seane proves what time and 
practice can do. In Revolution of the Soul, Seane 
uses that voice—and opens her own soul—to 
reveal herself to be a wise and profound woman, 
sharing all she has learned on her journey as a 
yogi, woman, and citizen of the Earth. This book 
is accessible, poetic, and full of love and hope, and 
it provides the necessary tools for the reader to do 
their own soul’s work and explore what it means 
to be in service to the world today.”

DEBRA MESSING
actress, activist, and mother

“In this insightful and integrated book, Seane 
Corn journeys into the depth of essential wisdom 
that can be found on the yoga mat. Drawing 
connections from classic ancient teachings and 
physical practices to modern-day realities, she 
presents a roadmap from abstract theory to 
in-your-life application. She boldly confronts 
issues of privilege, race, and justice that yogis and 
meditators too often bypass, starting where it 
matters: from the inside out. Seane goes beyond 
the lip service that our liberation is bound together 
and offers up her own journey—backsteps and 
all—as an invitation for each and every one of us 
to walk our own path of liberation, too.”

REV. ANGEL KYODO WILLIAMS
Sensei, author of Radical Dharma, and 

founder of Transformative Change

“Thank you, Seane, for courageously digging deep 
to bring forth with compassion, humor, and 
wisdom the stories and healing tools of your own 
personal journey to transform the most difficult 
shadow issues and traumas into a revolution of 
the soul on behalf of all. Thank you for inspiring 
and empowering the world with the way you lead 
with love and embody activism from the heart.”

SHIVA REA
founder of the Samudra Global School for Living 

Yoga and author of Tending the Heart Fire

“One of the traditions that I study asks, ‘If it’s not 
practical, how can it be spiritual?’ In Revolution 
of the Soul, Seane takes the ancient wisdom and 
practices from yogic traditions and transforms 
them into a practical way to inquire into our 
everyday lives. It invites us into the introspection 
of how to see more clearly and love more deeply 
through relevant, honest, and beautifully polished 
reflections that inform and reveal things we don’t 
even know that we don’t know. I LOVE this book! 
Quite frankly, I personally deem Revolution of 
the Soul necessary and required reading for all on 
the path of yoga . . . especially for yogis in the 
Western world.” R. NIKKI MYERS

founder of Y12SR: The Yoga of 12-Step Recovery

“Love this book. Like Seane herself, the message 
is direct, honest, funny, heartfelt, and filled with 
wisdom that can help all of us, except me, do 
better, be better, and work toward creating a 
healthier and more peaceful planet for all.”

LARRY DAVID
actor, writer, director, producer of Curb 

Your Enthusiasm and Seinfeld

“Only Seane Corn could write a sweeping, 
insightful, spiritual manifesto that still feels so 
relatable and grounded—so . . . gritty. Revolution 
of the Soul is for anyone who wants to feel a little 
more connected to the world around them, to the 
people in their lives, and to themselves.”

KATE FAGAN
sports journalist, author of What Made Maddy Run 
and The Reappearing Act, and cohost of Free Cookies 



“Seane Corn’s account of her discovery of yoga 
is positively riveting, and it is paired with a 
systematic description of the path—as it gradually 
unfolds itself in her life. Corn writes like a skilled 
novelist—building suspense and quietly drawing 
the grateful reader into an irresistible world. I 
simply could not put this book down. It is raw, 
honest, moving, hilarious, and oh-so-human. 
I predict that many, many people will find 
themselves in the pages of this story, and will find 
here too the very soul of yoga.”

STEPHEN COPE
scholar-in-residence, Kripalu Center for Yoga & 

Health, and author of many bestselling books on 
yoga and meditation, including Yoga and the Quest 

for the True Self and The Great Work of Your Life

“My friend and sister has written a hilarious, holy, 
raw, deep, and essential book about life, not just 
yoga. Her voice, which I have been blessed to 
know for 20 years, is rich, astonishingly honest, 
messy, and messianic with promise and hope of 
transformative healing for all beings. It is replete 
with practical guidance for rolling out our yoga 
mats, literally and metaphorically, and stepping 
onto our paths of radical self-inquiry, discovery, 
and accountability, all for the ultimate purpose 
of being in healthy, honorable, and sustainable 
service to our fellows and our world. Read this 
book!” ASHLEY JUDD

actor, activist, and New York Times bestselling 
author of All That Is Bitter and Sweet

“Seane has written a powerful book about the 
connection between the inner work of personal 
growth and the outer work of social justice. It 
speaks to the ways we create, and can heal, from 
the attitudes and ideas that separate us from 
each other, this planet, and our highest nature. I 
appreciate the timeliness of this message and the 
honest and straightforward way in which Seane 
delivers it.” DAVID GEFFEN

philanthropist, producer, and cofounder of Asylum 
Records, Geffen Records, and DreamWorks SKG

“I have known Seane as a teacher and, more 
importantly, as a dear friend for over 25 years. 
This book is fully the woman I know, trust, and 
love. Every word, every story, is filled with truth 
bombs and gorgeous wisdom. But what makes 
this book compelling is that Seane is a natural- 
born storyteller, and her life lessons read like 
a page-burner fiction. Except they are all true. 
These stories, like Seane herself, are raw, funny, 
deeply transparent, and unafraid to confront the 
power of our shared humanity and spirit. Seane 
shares them in service to help us relate to the 
challenges of our own life experience. Beyond the 
narratives she shares, what makes Revolution of the 
Soul so unique are the spiritual and psychological 
tools that accompany each story, helping us to 
unpack the deeper transformational wisdom that 
can lead to both personal and collective healing 
and peace. I couldn’t recommend this special book 
more. It is a game changer and should be read by 
all.” ELIZABETH BERKLEY LAUREN

actress, teen girl advocate, and New York Times 
bestselling author of Ask Elizabeth

“Seane does what so many authors have tried and 
failed: she writes like she speaks. Her book is an 
intimate conversation at the kitchen table—raw, 
hilarious, profound, and human. Her story reflects 
back to us the many parts of ourselves that are 
learning and growing and reminds us that a 
revolution of the soul is possible for each and every 
one of us. This book is provocative and inspiring—
just like Seane. Get it.” KERRI KELLY

founder of CTZNWELL  
and host of CTZN Podcast

“Seane saved many lives, including mine. Read this 
book, and she’ll help you too.”

BOBBY SHRIVER
activist and cofounder of ONE, (RED), and 

the Very Special Christmas record project



“A brilliant piece of work that is grounded in 
honesty and vulnerability. Seane Corn takes bold 
moves by sharing her experiences and lessons on 
activism and service through the lens of yoga. This 
text is essential for yoga teachers, practitioners, 
and anyone interested in the connections between 
liberation, service, and yoga. Seane’s book is right 
on time and is a must-read for anyone excited to 
harness and understand the power within in order 
to mindfully impact social change.”

CHELSEA JACKSON ROBERTS, PHD, E-RYT
cofounder of Red Clay Yoga

“Revolution of the Soul is raw, uncensored, and in your 
face. It gives you the invitation and opportunity 
to unpack your traumas with the support of yoga. 
Seane lights the way with her own personal journey 
on this path of growth and evolution.”

EDDIE MODESTINI
founder of Maya Yoga

“The world knows Seane Corn as a healer, a teacher, 
and a leader of the revolution to awaken others 
to their higher potential. In this book, they will 
get to know her as a person—a person who 
faces all the same doubts and fears that we all 
do. In Revolution of the Soul, she courageously 
allows us to witness her darkest moments and 
inspiring triumphs, while also sharing the tools 
of transformation she’s cultivated from over 30 
years of dedicated practice—tools that can heal, 
awaken, reconnect, and move all of us toward 
transcendence and peace.” DAMIEN ECHOLS

New York Times bestselling  
author of Life After Death,  

Yours for Eternity,  
and High Magick

“In Revolution of the Soul, Seane courageously reveals 
her own emotional journeys—exploring the many 
facets of truth, unfolding them from the darkness 
and pain. Seane goes after rinsing the gritchy 
places in the soul and gives the reader her real-life 
examples of how to use yoga principles to move 
victoriously through the facades, entrapments, 
terrors, shadows, and successes of life. I love that. I 
respect Seane for her relentless dismantling of her 
own facades, thus earning living from her authentic 
self. That accomplishment is rare and wondrous. 
Seane Corn is a great guide to becoming your own 
best advocate, as well as learning to care enough to 
be an activist healing our ailing world. Thank you, 
Seane, for putting your experiences and teaching 
into this book. You have just added another great 
gift to our people.” ANA TIGER FORREST

creatrix of Forrest Yoga, medicine woman, 
and author of Fierce Medicine

“With authenticity as real and raw as giving birth, 
this book will tear your heart out and hand it 
back to you busted wide open. Truth shines like 
a beacon from every page, while the sacred and 
profane are elevated to a whole new level beyond 
separation. Take this exquisitely personal journey 
through Heaven and Hell to embrace the true 
heart of yoga as pure, passionate, and potent 
LOVE. Seane has written a book I will carry in 
my heart and out to the world.”

ANODEA JUDITH, PHD
author of Eastern Body, Western Mind,  

The Global Heart Awakens, and Wheels of Life

“This radical and real gem of a book is a spiritual 
pilgrimage through the desert of life’s difficulties 
to the holiness of your own beautiful heart and 
soul. Thank you, Seane Corn, for showing us 
what it takes sometimes to become a true, deep, 
and seasoned human being.”

KATHERINE WOODWARD THOMAS
New York Times bestselling author of Calling 

in “The One” and Conscious Uncoupling



“Revolution of the Soul is honest and beautiful. It 
reflects a journey of understanding that to truly 
be of service on this planet we must understand 
our wounds and our capacity to cause harm 
because of the privilege we embody. Seane 
eloquently explains her transformation that came 
from shedding layers of cultural conditioning and 
leaning into the true spirit of being of action 
and dedicated to something bigger than herself. 
If you are a yogi, spiritual practitioner, social 
change-maker, or human with consciousness 
about the imbalance of power on this planet, 
please read Revolution of the Soul.”

MICHELLE C. JOHNSON
author of Skill in Action: Radicalizing Your 

Yoga Practice to Create a Just World

“This remarkable book accomplishes something 
seldom encountered in the spiritual world.  
It tells the truth—the holy, bloodied truth. It 
courageously confronts the perils of patriarchal 
spirituality. It inspires us to stop looking for 
God on the skyways of self-avoidance, and 
to look instead for her divine reflection in 
the inner mirror. And it vibrantly threads 
our humanness and our spirituality into one 
indistinguishable weave: the holy wholly. This 
is no surprise, because this is the place where 
Seane Corn lives. She couldn’t bypass reality 
if she tried. She lives right in the heart of it 
all—at that sacred point where the individual 
droplet of meaning meets the oceans of essence. 
She is a living embodiment of the revolution 
of the soul that she speaks of. And that’s why 
this book carries such a profound resonance. 
Because it perfectly reflects its author. Because 
it’s written from the reverential bones of her 
being. It is congruent and it is authentic and it 
is brilliantly luminous. It gives me hope.”

JEFF BROWN
author of Grounded Spirituality  

and An Uncommon Bond

“Revolution of the Soul made me want to dive 
even deeper into my personal pain to create 
social change—into my shadow, my Light, my 
community, and beyond . . . into where the love 
medicine lives. Seane’s wisdom comes from the 
edges of trauma and service, spirit and society. 
This courageous share is heart fuel for the ‘Mother 
f*cking revolution.’” DANIELLE LAPORTE

author of The Desire Map

“Seane taught me many moons ago to remember to 
love and ignore the story—but not this one! Her 
stories are raw, inspiring, funny, and remarkably 
poignant. Belly up to this heart bar because Seane 
is slinging knowledge.” KATHRYN BUDIG

author of Aim True and  
cohost of Free Cookies

“Seane Corn has written a book of yoga and 
justice portraying her wounds and her privilege, 
reflecting on the inner and outer work of 
social change. These stories, woven with yogic 
philosophy and wisdom, are so valuable to 
modern yogis and activists, offered by someone 
who has been on the path for decades. She 
describes a path of both vulnerability and nobility 
that is followed not only by Seane, but also by 
the wise beings around the world that she has the 
honor to work with and learn from. In true yogi 
spirit, Seane humbles herself to the teachings of 
this world, offers her drop of knowledge to the 
ocean of wisdom, and declares her truth while 
not assuming that she has found the ‘one right 
way.’ She remains a student of liberation, while 
simultaneously guiding so many of us into our 
own hearts, cultural biases, and assumptions 
through her modeling. This is essential reading, 
especially for people who want to serve but don’t 
know where to begin, for teachers of any kind 
who want to be helpful and thorough, for social 
justice workers who are burnt out and depleted, 
and for yogis who want to live their practice in a 
deeper way.” JACOBY BALLARD

yoga teacher, social justice educator, and 
cofounder of Third Root Community Health 

Center and Bending Towards Justice



“This is the book I have been longing to offer 
psychotherapy clients and yoga students alike as 
required reading. Seane not only reveals how to 
apply both what is practical and mystical about 
the path of yoga, but also masterfully describes 
how her practice transformed her thought 
systems, maladaptive behaviors, and emotional 
wounds. Seane invites us into her inner world 
through hard-won humility and a decades-long 
welcoming and absolving of her own symptoms. 
Anyone who has suffered from anxiety; has been 
the survivor of physical, emotional, or sexual 
abuse, mood, substance, or eating disorders; or 
is struggling from any other symptoms rooted in 
trauma will be offered hope and shepherded into 
transformation through this book. Revolution 
of the Soul is worth thousands of dollars of time 
on the therapist’s couch. Through a powerful 
framework of lived experience and ancient 
teachings, Seane illuminates yoga’s medicine to 
ameliorate suffering and create well-being in mind, 
body, and a revolutionized soul. No matter where 
we are in our own awakening, this book is a gift 
to us all.” MELODY MOORE, PHD, RYT

psychologist and founder of  
the Embody Love Movement

“For anyone seeking greater mindfulness or 
something more divine, Seane Corn is an inspiring 
companion. In this book, she interweaves a 
captivating memoir of self-awakening that starts in 
the sex-drugs-and-rock-and-roll days of New York 
City in the 1980s with the spiritual and practical 
lessons she learned on her path toward becoming a 
renowned yoga instructor, a passionate advocate of 
healing, and a dedicated international activist. Her 
journey—and its evocative telling—offers valuable 
guidance and encouragement for those on their 
own quest.” DAVID CORN

Washington bureau chief of  
Mother Jones and New York Times bestselling 

author of Russian Roulette and Showdown

“Revolution of the Soul is not your mother’s yoga 
book, and Seane Corn is not your average 
spiritual teacher. If you are looking for rainbows 
and unicorns, look somewhere else. But if you are 
looking for the real deal—the beautiful yet hard 
truth of inner change and transformation—then 
read on. Because this book delivers. It challenges 
the meager stories we cart around in our heads 
and asks us to replace them with bigger and 
bolder versions of ourselves and our lives together 
as friends and citizens. Thank you, Seane Corn, 
for being so brave and wise. ”

ELIZABETH LESSER
cofounder of Omega Institute and author of 

Broken Open, Marrow, and The Seeker’s Guide

“The courage in this book is in Seane’s vulnerability, 
in not having all the answers. Seane doesn’t show 
us all the places she’s done amazing work; she 
shows how she learned that she had work to do. 
In white Western yoga circles, I too often see 
yoga being used to avoid discomfort. I witness 
teachers glossing over violence and suffering, I 
hear people saying that yoga shouldn’t be political. 
As someone who has journeyed alongside Seane, I 
know the depth of her practice and the depth of 
her seeking. I encourage you to travel with her 
through this book, as I have, and learn from the 
teacher my marginalized, traumatized body trusts 
with everything in me.” TEO DRAKE

cofounder of the Transforming Hearts Collective

“In this groundbreaking book, Seane takes us 
through a deeply personal journey of trauma and 
transformation.  Her stories will move you to 
tears; they will break your heart open and offer 
you a gem that you can take into your own life. 
Seane’s raw vulnerability and profound grace is 
important medicine in these days where so many 
of us are overwhelmed and isolated. Seane reveals 
her humanity in a way that will transport you into 
a world of healing and possibility.”

HALA KHOURI, MA, SEP, E-RYT
cofounder of Off the Mat, Into the World®
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To my sainted mother, Alice, my most beloved angel. 
Thank you Ma for guiding my soul the way you have. 
You encouraged me to trust my path, and I soared 
because I always knew you would catch my fall,  
celebrate the lessons learned, help me laugh at the 
weirdness of it all, and love me fiercely no matter what. 
I honor you for the vibrant, steady, funny, badass, wild, 
and wonderful woman you are and for the deep amazing 
soul connection we share. I love you. This book is for you.
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1

INTRODUCTION 

HOLY IS RIGHT! What an intense and wild time to be alive. There is 
much conflict and division in our world, but as difficult as these times are, 
they are also exciting, invigorating, and abundant with possibility. People are 
speaking out and rising up. It’s inspiring, it’s hopeful and — when so many 
lives are at stake — utterly necessary. As musician and poet Patti Smith says, 

“The people have the power” to unite, organize, and create real social change. 
Change that benefits everyone. Change that leads to liberation, to Oneness, 
to God. And that power is love. That is the revolution of the soul. But how 
can we harness that power? How do we awaken to love? How do we honor, as 
Allen Ginsberg said, all moments, beings, and experiences as holy? It begins 
with our own spiritual evolution. It begins by embracing the holiness in our 
own ever-evolving consciousness.

I wrote Revolution of the Soul in part to inspire, and provide the tools for, 
anyone who desires to participate in creating a better world. My hope is that 
these pages will encourage you to look beyond your limited perceptions, and the 
stories the ego so carefully curates, so you can get to the truth of your soul. This 
book is intensely personal and, hopefully, universally applicable. Each chapter has 
a story from my own healing journey and spiritual path, accompanied by a vast 
array of teachings — both practical and spiritual — that I’ve been exposed to over 
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the years, including traditional yoga philosophy, modern psychology, metaphysics, 
and social justice methodology. I use these teachings to unpack the deeper 
complexities of each story and how it can be applied to your own experience.  
As James Baldwin says, “In order to have a conversation with someone you have 
to reveal yourself.”

This book demanded vulnerability and raw honesty in a way I hadn’t expected 
and frankly, I wasn’t so sure I wanted to comply, at least not publicly. But I 
quickly realized that I couldn’t ask you to do the brave, messy inner work of 
transformative change and opt out myself. I couldn’t ask for a revolution, then 
not show up! Therefore, as you will soon see, I chose to pull the veils back and 
expose the tender, hidden parts of my journey. I tried to model what it means 
to “do the work” of inside-out change without apology, without thinking that 
it should have been different than it was. The experience of unpacking certain 
aspects of my journey was humbling, to say the least, but also incredibly 
liberating. I hope the process can be that for you as well. I believe strongly that to 
heal the planet, we must be willing to heal the parts of ourselves that contribute 
to its suffering. Personal accountability is hard, but necessary. It’s easy to tell the 
world to change its ways and values; it’s another thing to have to change our own.

Therefore, to do the work, we must unwrap all of our stories — the 
highlights and the lowlights and the what-the-fucks — and take a long, 
loving look at each one of them. Why? So we can unearth the angels buried 
within the narratives and the teachers we’ve long forgotten — or refused to 
acknowledge — and repair any separation we’ve inadvertently caused within 
ourselves and toward others. Separation that may be blocking us from our 
deepest Self. To participate in the change we want to see in the world, we must 
investigate, learn from, and release everything that gets in our way. In other 
words, we must set a place at our heart’s table for all that we are — our joys, 
sorrows, unprocessed emotions, and individual and ancestral traumas — so we 
can see, acknowledge, and love others for who they are. So that we can embrace 
the holiness within all. So that we may serve. 

I hope that by sharing my stories with you, you’ll be inspired to look at your 
own, unfiltered. You’ll notice that I don’t sugarcoat anything. My stories are raw, 
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revealing, intimate, and very human at times. Yours may be, too; they’ll definitely 
be unique. But I can almost guarantee if you commit to diving deeply into those 
narratives — and no editing allowed! — you’ll uncover the key to breaking shame 
and discovering the origins of your own limiting beliefs and biases, and better 
understand myriad pathways that lead to unification . . . and to love. 

That is our deepest work. We must commit to love — ourselves, each other, 
the planet, the light, and the shadow — each moment and every experience, and 
know, that in love, we are unified; we are whole. This is what leads to peace. 

Part I of this book is about looking within, cultivating various traditional and 
contemporary tools for personal transformation — especially yoga — and taking 
responsibility for our own healing, awareness, and growth. This pathway, and the 
soulful exploration that guides it, leads to our spiritual maturation. The evolution 
of our soul. Personal development is essential, but it’s only one part of the 
journey toward wholeness. Action must follow.  

Part II expands our awareness beyond individual growth. It asks us to explore 
how, through radical accountability and compassionate, informed action, we can 
use what we’ve learned about ourselves to change this world and to understand 
the interdependency that demands we do so. It means being a co-conspirator 
on the path committed to the freedom and rights of all beings and developing 
the skills to approach social change and justice through the framework of self-
responsibility, understanding, and love for one reason only: because our collective 
liberation depends on it.  

Clearly, we have work to do, work that will heal and change the world from 
the inside out. That’s what this book is about. Our evolution is the revolution, a 
revolution that will hopefully lead to the awakened leadership we need — and we 
need it now more than ever.

Thank you for letting me share a bit of my own journey and soul’s work with 
you. I hope it inspires you to continue your own inner work and motivates you 
to join the revolution of compassionate and activated souls who will love this 
world into peace.

So, let’s begin our revolution by setting an intention and connecting with that 
which binds us all in love. 
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Dear Spirit,

May the reading of this book be an opportunity for healing, awakening, and 
remembering to occur in body, mind, and spirit. May we see beyond our own 
stories, letting go of everything we think we know and embracing spiritual 
perception, which is limitless and beyond reason, seeing all moments and 
all souls as holy. May we have the strength to do our inner work so we may 
confront our limiting beliefs, mature our awareness, and expand our intuitive 
knowing. May we be fearless in our pursuit for personal awakening and open 
ourselves to the God within and the God within all. May we love bigger, bolder, 
and more brilliantly than we ever thought possible; heal the divisions that exist; 
and have the courage to expose that which no longer serves our light. And as 
we heal, as we awaken, and as we work to evolve our soul, may we understand 
what it is that binds and bonds us all as One, in God and in love. May we step 
into the Mystery, and into this revolution, with our hearts open, our minds 
clear, and our souls emblazoned in Grace. May God lead, love inspire, and our 
actions fuel each other, this nation, and our world into peace.

Amen. Shalom. Salaam. Namaste. Aho. Shanti. Peace. Om.



PART I

EVOLUTION OF THE SOUL

The personal revolution is far more difficult,  
and is the first step in any revolution.

MICHAEL FRANTI 
musician, filmmaker, activist
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1FINDING GOD IN HEAVEN

MY FIRST LESSONS in spirituality and yoga had nothing to do with a mat, but 
everything to do with waking up. They included angels, seeing God, and being in 
Heaven. But, believe me, not the way you may think.   

A few weeks after graduating high school in my hometown of Pompton Lakes, 
New Jersey, I packed up and made my way to New York City’s East Village, the place 
I would call home for the next eight years. The East Village in the ’80s was dirty, 
dangerous, and phenomenally exciting for a curious mind and a free spirit like mine. It 
was eclectic and alive with young punks, old Eastern European immigrants, innovative 
artists, gang members, squatters, and homeless people living in tents in Tompkins 
Square Park. I lived on Avenue B, between 12th and 13th Streets. Drugs, like heroin 
and crack, were sold in the bodega below me, but believe it or not, I always felt safe. 
It was common knowledge to live where the drugs were sold because that’s not where 
they were used. Buyers had to go a block or two away to use so they wouldn’t draw 
attention to the dealer. Dealers didn’t want any trouble with the residents either, so 
they’d make an effort to learn our names and keep an eye out on the neighborhood.   

In the eight years I lived in New York City, I worked as a coat check, hostess, 
waitress, bartender, and doorperson in well-known nightclubs, including MK, Grolier 
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Club, Tunnel, Cat Club, Limelight, Paradise, and Peggy Sue’s, and in gay clubs like 
Shescape, Heaven, and the Clit Club. I earned a great living and made wonderful 
friends, many of whom I still have today. Odds are if you were partying in NYC in the 
mid ’80s to early ’90s, I probably helped you get drunk, stoned, or laid! 

Let’s start in Heaven where I met Billy, the man who would become my dearest angel.
Heaven was an all-male gay sex club located in the rectory of an old church that 

served as a famous nightclub known as Limelight, where I worked tending bar. On any 
given night, I’d pull up on my motorcycle, a 1970 650cc Triumph, wearing a silver vinyl 
miniskirt; a vintage red, white, and blue leather jacket; and go-go boots, with my hair 
dyed blue-black, piled high in a bouffant tucked tightly under my helmet. I’d saunter 
into the club, punch in, and head to the disco, where I was stationed most evenings.  

The disco was the heart of the club, and all night long, I could feel the pulse of the 
bass in my body as I served drinks for tips to young people with fluorescent mohawks 
or Madonna scarves tied up in their hair, their arms festooned with tattoos and 
adorned with rubber bracelets. Mostly I’d get an extra dollar or two per drink, but 
sometimes I’d score, and someone would slide me a small folded triangle of waxed 
paper filled with a line of cocaine. I would do a bump by sprinkling some on the back 
of my hand and snorting it without missing a beat. High above me in cages, drag 
queens and transgender women danced and teased the crowd below. Most nights I 
worked until 4 a.m., the sound pounding in my ears long after I left. I’d head out to 
Angelica’s or the Warsaw diner for breakfast with my friends before sliding into bed at 
7 a.m., hoping to get a little sleep as the coke still coursed through my system.  

One night the beer tap got jammed, so I left my station at the bar and went looking 
for my manager, who I was told had been last seen heading out the doors toward the 
back of the club. Just through those doors was a steep climb of steps and on the wall 
an old brass plate that said “rectory,” a visible reminder that this was once an active 
church. I grinned to myself as I started up the stairs. We’re all going to hell.

I could hear dance music getting louder the closer I got to the top landing where 
red velvet ropes, attached to two brass stanchions, blocked my entrance. It was obvious 
there was a party going on, so I unhooked the rope and peeked inside. The party was 
wild, boisterous, and loud. I could see a large crowd of people dancing and was surprised. 
How could I have not known about this? Excited, I started through the doorway, but 
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before I got my foot over the threshold, an arm reached out and blocked me. A large 
male bouncer I didn’t recognize was staring back at me. He was wearing black leather 
pants, a leather vest, and a police-like cap and nothing else. His very hairy chest glistened 
with sweat. His nipples were pierced and connected together with a silver chain. Another 
thicker chain that hung straight down his chest disappeared into his leather pants.

“Oh, hey,” I said, startled by his sudden presence, “I work here. I’m Seane. I’m 
looking for Rick.”

“Don’t care. You can’t come in. No women allowed.” 
“What are you talking about? I work here!” I snuck another glance inside. The club 

was indeed filled with men, dancing and kissing, and some were even naked. A jolt of 
excitement moved through my body. 

“Where am I?” I asked.
“You’re in Heaven.”
“Heaven?”
“It’s a sex club. Now get out of here!” he said as he gently shoved me back toward 

the stairs.
Later that night, I saw my manager and asked him what that was all about. “Only men?” I 

said, “And they’re allowed to have sex? Who cleans up afterward? There was penis everywhere!” 
He just laughed and rolled his eyes. 
The next evening when I arrived at work, I noticed the schedule no longer had 

the letter “D” next to my name, letting me know I was working in the disco. Instead, 
there was an “H.” I had a new job. 

I entered Heaven before the music started. Without people, it didn’t have the 
same mystique as the night before. It smelled like stale beer, cheap air freshener, 
and a certain “something else.” The disco itself was small, with a long bar running 
down the sidewall, which was lined with framed pictures of naked men in bondage. 
I was the only cisgender woman allowed to enter the club. I was told to serve drinks 
behind the bar and stay there, unless I had to pee. Then I’d have to leave the club 
and go downstairs to Limelight and use the one there. I was dying to know what the 
hell went on in that bathroom that they didn’t want me to see or, worse, interrupt!  

There were two bright red doors off the main dance floor. In front of each one 
was a large vat of condoms that the Gay Men’s Health Crisis nonprofit delivered 
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each evening, hoping to encourage the men to play safe. Those doors led to back 
rooms, painted black and lit with purple lighting, where guys would go and have sex. 
Once the club opened, those doors were off-limits to me. A couple of times I went 
back there after hours, when the lights were still on, but no patrons were around. I 
got to see evidence of strange and diverse sexual practices I didn’t fully understand. 
There were glory holes and cat o’ nine tails and chains on the walls and a lot of used 
condoms discarded on the floor. That’s when I figured out that the “something else” 
was a mixture of body odor, ass, and semen. Like most everything, you get used to it.  

Heaven was a perfect place to work for a young woman like me. The men who 
came there loved me but showed no interest in me sexually; in fact, they were often 
watchful, amused, and protective . . . especially Billy. 

Billy was around fifty-eight when I first met him — tall and very dark skinned, 
with thick hair graying at the temples. He was born in Ohio and raised a Baptist, 
like his family had been for generations, and he’d married the only woman he’d ever 
had sex with. They had four children, whom he cherished, and many grandchildren, 
whom he’d never met. He never met them because, before they were born, he shared 
a secret he had held for a long time. Billy was gay. Being gay in his small-town 
Ohio community was not acceptable, nor could it be tolerated; as a result, he was 
ostracized by his church and rejected by his family. Billy left Ohio and moved to 
New York City so he could live out the rest of his life in his truth. He loved and 
missed his family, but also understood that they could never reconcile his need to 
express his homosexuality with their need for him to be a “proper” Christian man, 
father, and husband.  

Billy could be lonely and melancholy at times, but also charming, funny, and so 
openhearted. He often wore tight red-leather pants, a white tank top, black-leather 
half gloves, and a silver necklace that had a circle with a triangle in it — the symbol 
for recovery. He had been sober for many years, was deeply committed to the 12-step 
program, and talked about it often.  

Billy adored me. He would hug and kiss me hello and often show up just to see 
what I was wearing. He got such a kick out of my style and would sweetly tease me 
about my hair or makeup choices. The only time he would get serious with me was 
when we discussed my drinking and drug use.  
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I didn’t think my drug use was a big deal; I certainly didn’t do more than most of 
my friends, but I guess I did start using pretty young. I smoked my first cigarette at 
eight, began drinking and smoking pot at thirteen, and started doing mescaline and 
coke at fifteen. I enjoyed drugs . . . a lot. Thankfully, in spite of my best efforts, I never 
became addicted. But nonetheless, I was definitely open to exploring pretty much any 
substance I had access to — and working in nightclubs, living next to drug dealers, and 
dating guys who did drugs gave me plenty of opportunities to indulge.  

Most nights Billy and I talked across the bar while I poured drinks: Sex on the 
Beach, Long Island Ice Teas, Jägermeister, shot after shot of tequila. Sometimes 
someone would come along and chat Billy up, and he’d wink knowingly at me and 
disappear into the back room, only to reemerge with a smile on his face and a story 
to tell. After a while, though, I noticed he went into the rooms less and less often. He 
seemed to prefer sitting at the bar, nursing tonic water on ice, watching the crowd, 
seeing friends, and talking to me.  

Then, for about three weeks, Billy didn’t show up at all. I was worried, but I had no 
way of contacting him — I didn’t have his phone number, nor did I have a clue where 
he lived. I asked a couple of the men at the club; no one seemed to know where he was 
or what was up. Or, if they did, they weren’t saying.  



Finally, one evening Billy walks into the club. From what I can tell through the smoke 
and dim lights, his body looks thinner, almost frail. We make eye contact, and he 
smiles, waves, and crosses the dance floor toward the bar. I am so relieved to see him 
that I practically leap over the bar to throw my arms around him. As I do, I notice 
visible, open sores on his neck and shoulders, dark and scabby. He has one on his 
cheek, another near his eye. I instinctively pull away. 

“Billy, what the hell’s on your neck?” 
Billy puts his hand to his shoulder, touching one of the sores, and says quietly, 

“They are symptomatic of my disease.”
“What disease?” My heart is beating fast, afraid of the answer. 
“AIDS,” he says, never once taking his eyes off mine. “I have AIDS.”
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This is the late 1980s, the height of the AIDS epidemic, with around forty 
thousand cases reported (there are forty million today). The world has stigmatized 
the disease and those most affected — especially gay men. Even though I work in a 
gay sex club and understand that gay men are most likely to become infected, I’m 
still ignorant about the facts and afraid of contracting the disease myself. As a result, 
the minute Billy says the word “AIDS,” I physically recoil. It happens so fast, and I 
immediately feel ashamed. I hope Billy hasn’t noticed, but of course he has.  

A look of hurt and resignation passes over his face as he lowers his eyes and takes a 
deep breath. I reach out and touch his arm. I know I’m not the first to react that way, 
and sadly, I won’t be the last.

“I’m so sorry,” I say. “I just don’t . . . I can’t . . . I mean, what, how . . . ?”  I have no 
words. No way of knowing what to ask. So I stop talking and take his hands in mine.

Billy studies my face for a moment and then asks, “Do you want to understand 
more about my disease, Seane?”  

“Of course.” 
Billy explains how he may have contracted it. It was either years of having unsafe 

sex or during the time he was sharing needles with other people. It could have been 
any number of moments, any number of men, he says. He goes on to explain what he 
thinks are the ways someone can get AIDS and the ways they can’t. I ask if I could get 
AIDS if he sweated on me, or kissed me, or if he cried on my shoulder. He answers 
as many of my questions as he can and readily admits there are things he still doesn’t 
understand. He no longer goes into the back rooms because he doesn’t want to risk 
infecting anyone else. And anyway, he says, most of the men already know he has 
AIDS and want nothing to do with him in that way. I ask him if there’s a cure. He 
shakes his head no.  

Finally, my eyes filling with tears, I ask the question I have to ask, even though I 
already know the answer.

“Billy, what’s going to happen to you?”
Billy smiles sadly, and I can see his gums. They look raw and bloody; his once-

white teeth have turned to gray. 
“I’m going to die.” 
Just like that. “I’m going to die.” 
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“Aren’t you scared?”
“No,” he says, shaking his head, “I’m sad but not scared. Not even a little bit.”
“Why?” 
“Because of my belief in God.”
God? What’s that got to do with anything?



I was born in 1966 into an interfaith household. My father was raised Catholic, but 
his father was Jewish. My mother grew up in a rigid Jewish household. There was a lot 
of resistance to my parents being together, and it mostly had to do with religion.  

When my mother got pregnant at seventeen, my father’s mother offered him a 
Cadillac if he could convince my mother to have an abortion (when my brothers and 
I were young, my father would often joke that he should’ve taken the friggin’ car!). 
Because of all the hypocrisy they experienced in the name of religion, my parents 
decided to raise my brothers and me without any religion at all. We celebrated every 
gift-giving holiday and even sometimes put a Jewish star on top of the Christmas tree. 
My father said that if anyone cared to ask, we should tell them that we were agnostic. I 
didn’t quite understand what that meant. If there was a God, my parents would say, it 
was a loving God. Nonetheless, I picked up enough God-fearing from my Christian 
friends, their parents, and people at school to figure out that this paternal omnipresent 
force was watchful, judgmental, and punishing. I became afraid of this unseen entity, 
which loomed large in the lives of so many, and decided that if this fear and anxiety 
were what being in relationship with God was all about, I wasn’t having it. 

At the young age of sixteen, I declared that I was an atheist. 



So, when Billy says he isn’t afraid to die because of his faith in God, I recoil again. 
This time, however, Billy laughs. “Seane, don’t you believe in God?” 
“No, not at all.” 
“Tell me why.” 
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I describe the anxiety I felt growing up — a low-grade buzzing, tingly and tight, 
under my skin — because I thought I was bad. How I used to believe that God 
would punish me for the choices I made. Choices that might be unconventional, 
wrong, or naughty. I recount how I used to panic because I was convinced that the 
people I loved, especially my mom, would be taken away from me if I wasn’t “pure” 
enough — whatever that meant — in my thoughts, words, or deeds. I tell him about 
the rituals I used to do to stop the anxiety — the counting and touching and repeating 
things in even numbers — how they always made me feel better. 

“But now that I’m older, I feel differently,” I continue. “I reject the fantasy that 
there’s a puppeteer controlling our actions. I don’t want to believe in anything that 
means I must be perfect in order to be worthy of love. What kind of bullshit God 
would want that?” If God is all-loving, all-knowing, all-caring, and so concerned about 
our happiness, I want to know, then why do some people have so much and others so 
little? Why are people in pain? Why are they suffering? Why are they dying? Why are 
you dying? You? What did you ever do to deserve this suffering? 

Billy lets me talk, waiting while I’m called away to pour another drink, and 
listening again as I explain why God doesn’t exist and why we are all the better for it.

Billy says he understands why believing in God would be so difficult for me. It 
was once that way for him too. Then he says, “Seane, would you like to see God here? 
Right now?” 

“Now? Here?” I say as I look around the club. “You can’t be serious!” 
The music is blasting, and the floor pounds with the beat. A mirrored ball hangs in 

the center, lights bouncing off it in every direction. Men in various states of undress 
are dancing, grinding, and making out on the dance floor, oblivious to the intense 
conversation taking place between Billy and me. Surveying the scene, the last place 
on Earth I could imagine God to inhabit, I laugh and say, “Sure, Billy, show me God!”

Billy then points to Danny the Wonder Pony. Danny’s a white guy who comes 
to the club most nights. He wears a cowboy hat, chaps, boots, a saddle on his back, 
and nothing else. For a dollar, you can climb on Danny’s back and he’ll trot around 
the dance floor while you hit him with a switch. I look over and see Danny throw 
his head back as some guy rides him and pulls at his hair. They’re both laughing, 
and I hear Danny whinny like a horse. Billy smiles in Danny’s direction and says, 

“God is right there.”
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Then Billy points to someone we referred to as a cross-dresser — but who, a few decades 
later, would likely have identified as a transgender woman. Her name is Violet. She’s about 
6 foot 5 and often wears a light-blue housedress with black sensible shoes, a short gray wig 
topped with a small cream-colored hat, and veil that covers part of her face. She also wears 
white-leather kid gloves and carries a sturdy navy pocketbook. Sometimes when Violet 
pays for her drink, she’ll open her bag and pull money from an old gold change purse. 
She’ll press a silver half-dollar coin into my palm, thanking me for her drink. I save all of 
them. Violet dresses much like my immigrant Polish grandmother, who used to give me 
silver dollars when I was a little girl. I saved all of those, too. I keep them together. 

Billy catches Violet’s attention, smiles, waves, and blows her a kiss. She catches it 
and pulls it to her heart. Then he turns to me and says, “God is right there.”

Then Billy gestures toward two men sitting across from one another at a nearby 
booth. They’re wearing suits and ties and arguing playfully over a pitcher of beer. 
They look so similar to my very straight, conservative brothers, who would never set 
foot in a place like Heaven. “God is right there, too.”

Billy takes his hand and places it over my heart. He then picks up my hand off 
the bar where it’s been resting and lays it over his own heart, keeping his hand gently 
pressing upon mine. We look into each other’s eyes for a long time. “Seane, God is 
right here,” Billy says, as we firmly press our hands against our hearts. “I’m going to 
tell you something right now. Something I hope you will remember your whole life . . .” 
And then he pauses.

“Ignore the story and see the soul. And remember to love. You will never regret it.”
He holds my gaze for another moment, then continues. “Danny, Violet, all these 

people here, you and me . . . it’s all a story; it’s not who we really are. We are pure 
love, but we think we’re something else. The truth is, we’re on a journey to awaken to 
what that love is, and that journey looks different for everyone. And what is this love 
we awaken to? It’s God, Seane. It’s inside us, and it’s what connects us to one another. 
Fully. We just need to wake up out of the crazy dream we’re all in and remember who 
we really are. Not these stories, I’ll tell you that. They are a part of our experience, but 
they are not who we are.” With that, Billy turns his head and looks around the room. 

“Not even close.” When he looks back at me, tears are in his eyes. 
“Seane,” Billy says more solemnly, “we all have karma to burn and lessons to learn 

and all of it — every experience, every moment, no matter how strange, no matter 
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how dark, no matter how hard, no matter how painful, no matter how funky — is 
purposeful and will bring us closer to the truth of our essence, to that love. To God. 
That is why I am not afraid to die. AIDS is just my story; it’s not who I am. Doesn’t 
mean I don’t feel sad; it just means I can’t change what is. That’s life. I can learn to 
love better though. Not in spite of this disease but because of what it can teach me. 
I can change my perceptions, and in changing the way I see things, perhaps I can 
grow. This growth can only make me more compassionate, more forgiving, more 
loving, and more connected. So, was it all bad?” 

Billy shakes his head slowly, a small smile on his face, and he continues. “That’s 
what we’re all doing, just working it out, living life, and doing the best we can. 
We’re remembering who we really are, and when we do, we will also remember 
who we are to each other. So, ignore the story and see the soul, Seane. All of us, in 
our own way, in our own time, are opening to love and will come home to know 
the God within . . . and the God within all. See the soul,” Billy presses his hand 
more firmly against my heart, “and you will understand what unites us. Look 
around you Seane.”

I turn to look back into the club. Danny’s still trotting about, Violet’s adjusting 
her wig, and all the people in Heaven are laughing, dancing, and living their lives, 
perfectly, in that moment.

“We’ll all get to the same place, but in a timeline that is unique to each being. 
So, take this with you: know that every person is a teacher and every experience 
a teaching, and that there are angels everywhere guiding us, reminding us, and 
helping us return home. And when we do come home — and we will — we will 
know ourselves, we will know each other, and we will know peace.”



Billy died about three weeks later.
Over the years, I have sat at the feet of saints and sages, I have traveled to meet 

beloved teachers and guides, but never have I awakened to the sweet and simple 
truth of seeing the God within the way I did that night, through the eyes of an 
angel, my angel, in a place called Heaven. 
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Although Billy never taught me to twist 
my body into shapes, breathe deeply, 
or chant a mantra, he was my first true 
yoga teacher.

Heaven was hardly a place to do 
yoga, although I certainly saw a few 
legs wrapped around heads! What I 
learned from Billy though went much 
deeper than the physical practice I was 
already curious about. He taught me 
the true meaning of yoga — and how 
to apply it in my own life — in ways I 
could never have imagined. Billy knew 
intuitively what yoga masters have 
taught for millennia: everything is 
connected — male-female, heaven-earth, 
mind-body, matter-consciousness, you 
and I — and our purpose is to see, feel, 
celebrate, and be in alignment with that 
connection and to love the whole of this 
experience and each other, fully, as it is 
and as we are. 

The themes of interconnectedness, 
loving-kindness, and mindful actions 
run all through ancient yogic texts, such 
as the Upanishads, the Bhagavad Gita, 
the Hatha Yoga Pradipika, and the Yoga 

Sutras of Patanjali. Although each of 
these texts and others mention the yamas 
and the niyamas — ways in which we can 
live more consciously and with greater 
compassion — the description of these 
practices in the Yoga Sutras is probably 
the most well-known to Westerners. The 
yamas is a Sanskrit word that’s often 
translated as “restraints” or “thou shalt 
nots”; the niyamas as “disciplines” or 

“thou shalts.” The yamas focus on the 
relationship we have with the external 
world; the niyamas on the relationship 
we have with ourselves. I’ll talk more 
about these along the way, but I want to 
focus on the one I think encompasses 
what Billy was saying most of all: ahimsa, 
which most people know as “do no 
harm.” But it’s so much more than that.

FROM SEPARATION 
TO CONNECTION
The first and most important teaching of 
yoga, ahimsa, goes beyond the obvious 
reminder not to kill or physically harm 
another being. At its deepest level, 

TEACHINGS FROM HEAVEN
YOGA, CONNECTION, AND LOVE
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ahimsa helps us move from separation 
to connection by seeing the Divine in all 
things, including ourselves, and being 
able to connect lovingly and purposefully 
through that shared divinity. Practicing 
ahimsa means extending friendliness, 
compassion, and sympathetic joy 
to others and, in doing so, offering 
ourselves the same gifts. 

Billy said that we are, first and 
foremost, pure love, and that God 
is within each of us. But to be love, 
we must see the beauty inherent in 
others, even — no, especially — those 
we struggle to understand. We cannot 
really know ourselves and we cannot 
truly love ourselves when we set up 
barriers that keep us separate from 
others and allow us to judge what we 
fail or refuse to understand. When 
we judge, we project our fears, shame, 
and guilt onto others and see them as 

“other.” Yoga says there is no “other” and 
to think otherwise is to do great harm. 
Swami Kripalu said when we judge 
ourselves, we break our own hearts. 
Billy suggested that when we judge 
others, we disconnect not only from 
those we judge but from our highest 
Self — the God within. This, he said, is 
why there is so much conflict in the 
world and why peace is so elusive.  

As long as we create separation, we will 
never be free. 

Yoga teaches us we are One, that 
everything is united, which is true, but 
Billy cautioned me that “being One” 
does not mean “being the same.” Yes, 
we are all on a journey to awaken and 
understand the depths of our true 
nature, but the path we take to get there 
(the how, when, and where) and the 
experiences we have along the way are 
unique to each individual soul.  

When you commit to the journey, 
your work is to pay attention to the 
process itself and not become fixated 
on the finish line; to cultivate the skills 
you need to be present to each moment, 
no matter how messy, confusing, or 
irrelevant you think it is; to forgive your 
stumbling, imperfect humanity; and 
to vow not to judge someone else for 
the journey they are on, one you can’t 
possibly understand.  

Billy showed me that God, or love, 
is a constant, unwavering presence in 
each soul. It is our true essence. The 
only thing that blocks us from fully 
embracing the power of this energy is 
the attachment we have to our smaller 
self, our ego. Our anger, shame, fear, 
insecurity, guilt, and grief — our shadow 
self — can block our light and cloud 
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our understanding. Make no mistake, 
though, Billy wanted me to know, the 
light is always there — our work is to 
expose it, by first uncovering the limiting 
beliefs that diminish its illumination. 

IGNORE THE STORY, 
SEE THE SOUL
In order to know the God within, you 
must inhabit every part of yourself, 
especially the wounded, sad, or injured 
parts. You must investigate and recognize 
those shadow parts as well as the light 
because truth and love dwell in equal 
measure in both places. If there are 
aspects of yourself you can’t accept, 
it’ll be near impossible to accept the 
same qualities in others. By learning 
to love fully your own humanity and 
journey — seeing it all as holy — you 
can learn to connect, in love, with the 
souls around you. Love, Billy said, is 
the only thing that matters, and we are 
all connected by this love. This, I would 
come to understand, is yoga. This, I 
would come to understand, is God.   

As Billy had looked around the 
club — hardly a bastion of holiness — he 
wanted me to know that God was in 
every corner, at every table, and in 
every person there. But to experience 

God right then, right there, I needed 
to “ignore the story and see the soul.” 
I needed to look at Danny, prancing 
like a pony — a half-naked one, at 
that — with a guy on his back urging 
him on, and not make up a story about 
what brought him to Heaven in the first 
place or why he was the way he was. 
Those details shouldn’t matter to me. 
That’s Danny’s deal. Billy wasn’t saying 
I had to jump on Danny’s back in order 
to understand him; he wasn’t even 
saying I had to get on board with what 
he was doing. To ignore the story means 
to wipe clean the slate of preconceived 
judgments; to see God in Danny is to 
meet him soul-to-soul. To see the soul 
is to see and feel another person’s pain, 
as well as their joy, their spirit, and 
their capacity to love. That is the true 
teaching of yoga, of ahimsa — see the 
soul and don’t sweat the details.

Everyone has a story to tell. We all 
have well-worn narratives we polish 
and feed — stories we define ourselves 
by, stories we trot out to highlight our 
best selves or defend our worst behaviors. 
These stories are based on our upbringing, 
experiences, traumas, fears, karma, 
curiosities, joys, and losses. In telling me 
to “ignore the story,” Billy wasn’t saying 
I should deny, suppress, or minimize my 
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own story. He wasn’t telling me my story 
didn’t have value. He was telling me not 
to define or limit myself by the stories I 
choose to tell — and, equally important, 
not to define or limit others by theirs.

Our stories are important, he wanted 
me to know, and need to be told. It is 
how we learn, heal, and empathize. This 
is especially true for folks who have been 
historically marginalized. But as Billy 
suggested, we shouldn’t let a single story 
be the whole story. Look beyond the 
stories, look beyond your own judgments 
and prejudices, and see the person fully.

All of our stories—not just the ones we 
cherry-pick—will guide us to the truth 
and lead us back home to our authentic 
light, but they are not the truth itself. The 
truth comes when we stop identifying 
with these narratives as absolutes and 
open to what they have to teach us. And 
as a result, love bigger and better than we 
ever thought possible. 

Everyone, Billy explained, is ultimately 
doing the best they can, with what little 
they know, based on the life they’ve had, 
the traumas they’ve experienced, and the 
tools they can access for transformation. 
All of it — every experience, every 
moment — will ultimately allow us to see 
our attachments and illusions. If we are 
patient and commit to the inner work, 

we can surrender the limitations of our 
stories, bear witness to the attachment we 
have to our shadow self, and reframe the 
narratives in a way that empowers. Doing 
so will bring us closer to the truth of our 
essence, to our love. 

AIDS was just an aspect of Billy’s 
experience the same way being black, 
male, gay, a father, or a Baptist was — a 
part of the journey he was on to open 
to love — but it didn’t define him. That 
doesn’t mean he didn’t feel sad or angry 
or scared about his disease or about any 
of the losses he had experienced in life. It 
just means that life happens. He couldn’t 
change what is, but he could learn to 
heal, accept, and forgive, not “in spite 
of this disease, but because of what it 
can teach.” He couldn’t change his story, 
but he could change his relationship 
to it, and in doing so, learn something 
essential and grow. This growth would 
only make him more compassionate, 
loving, and connected to himself and the 
world around him. Which it did. Billy 
wanted me to understand that he would 
die with gratitude in his heart because 
his journey was perfect; it guided him to 
know love and open to God in ways he 
could’ve never imagined. 

Remember to love. Everything, 
everyone, yourself, the world around you.  
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That is the work. Because if you can be 
with that love, embrace it, own it, and 
let it influence all the ways you are in 
the world, then you will know God, you 
will be home, and peace in every way 
possible will be your contribution to 
this life. 

ANGELS ARE EVERYWHERE
Lastly, Billy also helped me understand 
that we are all each other’s teacher, and 
that angels reveal themselves in curious 
ways. Make no mistake, your angels are 
everywhere, waking you up to who you 
really are. Sometimes teachers will reveal 
themselves in loving and tender ways; 
sometimes the teachings will be fierce. 
Sometimes your teachers will be subtle 
in their offerings; sometimes they will 
break your heart. Often the lessons will 
be incomprehensible; always they will be 
potent and necessary for the evolution of 
your soul.  

Over the years, I have had many 
angels guiding me. We all have. Moments 
happen that add color, texture, and 
grout to our understanding and move us 
along the path as we respond to God’s 
call. Nothing is incidental or accidental. 
Everything, even the hard parts, are 
essential. Billy showed up at a time in my 

life and in a way that made it possible for 
me to receive these lessons. He planted 
a seed and sent me forward on my path. 
Lord knows my awakening wasn’t going 
to happen in a conventional church or 
temple! I had too much resistance to hear 
any other message beside separation and 
exclusivity, something I already felt within 
myself. Instead, the message of acceptance, 
forgiveness, and love — as God’s truest 
expression — spoke authentically to my 
heart and left an indelible imprint upon it. 

It would take years though, and 
many angels, for me to understand and 
embody all that Billy shared with me 
that night. This book is that journey. 
These are my stories and the teachings 
they uncovered to help me understand 
the interconnection we all share and our 
responsibility to be of service to that 
connection for the good of all.  

What makes us who we are in this 
moment is the path we take, a path with 
no particular destination or endpoint. 
Each step forward or backward informs 
and determines the quality of our 
evolving soul. It adds depth to our 
experience, but still, it is not who we 
are; it’s just the journey we take to come 
home — only to find we’ve never left, and 
what we’ve been looking for has been 
within us all along.
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